we scored early in the second half was not allowed
and we don’t really know why. But with 20 seconds
to go they had one circle entry and scored. A very
unfortunate way to lose as the team played very well
but the scoreboard is what people are interested in
and not how the team performed.
St Albans: Lost 2–3 (N.Muller × 2)
This midweek xture was always going to be difcult
to play. The rst couple of minutes seemed ne but
this was not to last long. We were too slow on the
50/50 ball and then got caught in no man’s land and
the game became too easy for the opposition. They
were getting players in between our defence and
mideld. This in turn forced some of the defenders
into committing themselves too early and creating
space for the St Albans players and leaving players
unmarked. This pattern stayed for the rest of the rst
half and consequently we were 3–0 down. Two of
the goals came from errors where we lost possession
in our own 25 yard area and got punished for that.
The second half needed to be a totally different
story: which it was. The boys had nothing to lose.
It was difcult to get our free hits moving quickly
as the opposition kept on rolling the ball away. The
umpires just ignored that. But with persistance,
Navarre managed to score our rst goal.
A second goal was added soon afterwards and St
Albans was on the back foot.The boys believed that
they could win or draw the game. We unfortunately
did not achieve this and lost. But I am very proud of
their second half performance.
Cape Town International Hockey Festival
Paarl Gymnasium: Drew 1–1 (Burger)
It seems that we have a problem with creating
opportunities for ourselves and not converting them.
This is how this game started. We moved the ball
into penetrating areas and got in behind the defense
for the rst 15 minutes, but we could not nd the
back of the net. When we were under pressure it
was due to the fact that we gave away possession
in the mideld, Paarl gym would then play the long
ball and try to create chances. They scored a scrappy
goal, but the good aspect about that was that we
upped the pace of the game to create four chances in
which Berné Burger scored one with four minutes to
play and after that created two more opportunities.
It was a disappointing result for the team.
New South Wales: Drew 1–1
We had played against the same opposition from
Australia the previous year and it had been a tough
game. This match was no different.
It was very much a mideld game with both sides
showing good skills, particularly good defensive skills.
Navarre scored an exceptional reverse stick goal.

The defence players of Luke, Matthew, Will and
Tebatso had a very good match.
Unfortunately, with not too much time to go,
NSW scored. The team was starting to show signs of
what it was capable.
Settlers: Won 3–1 (Muller × 2)
We travelled to Stellenbosch to play against Settlers
from the Western Cape. We had never before played
against them so knew little about their team.
They were very quick, especially on the counter
attack. Their pattern of play was disruptive and
we moved the ball too slowly in our passes. An
error outside our circle led to them scoring their
rst goal. It was only after the second half that we
realised that by keeping the ball for longer periods
and by showing more patience it would pay off. A
very difcult game but a good second half gave us
victory.
Oakhill: Won 4–1 (Muller, van der Merwe, Burger,
Harris)
In this game some of the players felt that the team
was not playing as well as they should. Too many
good opportunities were missed.
We denitely under-performed and at periods
we needed to play more as a unit. Fortunately this
was only for short periods.
We scored good goals which eventually broke
their resistance.
Paarl Vallei: Drew 1–1 (Burger)
We had to win this match or draw to reach the
semi-nals. But things did not go according to plan.
They were very determined to beat us. They scored
rst with a scrappy goal. We had to pull out all the
stops, especially when everyone was in defence.
Fortunately we equalised within two minutes. We
had one or two opportunities after that. The result
got us into the semi-nals.
Paul Roos: Won 2–0 (Burger, de Kiewit)
Well, what a good performance by the team. Defence
was solid. The mideld was in control of the game.
The forwards gave good defensive and attacking
options. This was a match that the team was not
going to lose. The players showed that in their
condence. They made very few errors and looked
like the team that had played in Queenstown.
It had been a struggle to get there but when it was
taking place what a pleasure to watch and be the
coach of such a team.
NSW: Won 2–1 (Bester, Muller)
For me as a coach this was top class hockey. I am sure
that everybody who watched was treated to class
hockey from two schools who came from different
continents, Australia and South Africa.
As always a nal is never a runaway affair for
any team. Both teams played exceptional hockey.
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We took the lead and managed to hold on until
one minute from the end. Then into sudden death
in extra time. “Do we defend and go into penalty
strokes or go for the victory?” They all decided
victory was what they wanted. When that winning
goal was scored it was like being in hockey heaven!
Well done to the team for their persistence and
success at this festival.
Heustier Pierpoint: Won 3–0
U.K. sides are difcult to predict. Their skills are
good but sometimes they do not enjoy the physical
pressure of the game. The physical side is what
gave us victory. We ran harder and were more
committed in tackles and ball possession. This gave
us a convincing victory. Excellent victory.
Maritzburg College: Won 2–0
Always a tough xture but one that the players look
forward to. Having done well in Cape Town would
denitely be in our favour.
One cannot give College too many opportunities
as their conversion rate is good. So discipline had to
be good.
Both teams had opportunities. A free hit towards
goal forced the goalkeeper to make a save. The
ball rebounded and Berné scored an opportunistic
goal. The rst fteen minutes of the second half
were a mideld battle with both teams having
breakaways.
We took a 16 yard hit quickly. Matthew threw an
overhead into the College 25 yard area. Peter-John
touched the ball for the rst time in a shot at goal
and scored. With ten minutes to go we were under
pressure and gave the ball away too easily. The team
composed themselves and earned a hard fought
victory with many broken bodies.
Grey College: Lost 1–3 (Muller)
Once again we were on the train to Grey, hoping
for a victory. Never an easy task in Bloemfontein.
Tebatso made some telling saves in the rst few

minutes and at the same time it gave the team the
condence to play positive hockey. Twenty minutes
into the rst half Grey scored off a penalty corner
that was not cleared well enough.
Just before the end of the half, Berné found Dusty
in mideld who ran ineld and passed to Daryl who
came up the right ank. He made a pass to Navarre
who nished off with a clinical far post shot.
Just after Grey scored their second goal we had
two crucial opportunities which we did not convert.
In tight matches such as this one must use one’s
opportunities. The team played very well. Grey just
used those opportunities better.
Loughbourgh: Won 4–0
Loughburgh is one of the United Kingdom’s top
hockey schools. We expected a tough match and
that is what we were faced with. But our condence
as a team was high from our previous results and
the team were determined not to make the same
mistake as against St Benedicts. A very polished
performance to end the season.
I was very proud of their performances throughout
the season even though we went through some
frustrating times
Well done to the 1st XI.
Old Boys D3–3
The old boys day is always a very enjoyable day. It
was good to see some old boys back after a couple
of years out in the wilderness. The game was very
entertaining with six goals being scored. There
were lots of wise chirps from the old boys which
were often very sharp. As the game progressed the
“excuses” were starting to come from the old boys.
The 1st XI played well and it was good to see that
all the matrics were playing with a passion in their
nal game.
Mornay van Zyl
MIC

Very enjoyable Staff Hockey Day. Not too many broken bodies yet!
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1st XI Hockey Player Proﬁle
Daryl van der Merwe (Captain)
Daryl has been an exceptional leader this year.
He has led from the front and expected the same
commitment from his players. Never one to shy
away from accepting responsibility, Daryl has been
extremely passionate about his team and the unity
and success that came with it.
Matches: 71
Honours
N.Gauteng U18 A
Paul Makwinja
Paul has been the engine room in mideld and
his work rate has been exceptional. He has been
committed to his team in all facets of the game. He
always had a smile and a positive attitude that had a
calming effect on the team.
Matches: 57
Full colours (re-award)
N.Gauteng U18 A
S.A. U17 Squad
Joshua de Kiewit
Joshua played his best hockey this year. His maturity
and experience came to the fore in the team’s success.
He has had a positive inuence on the team and on
hockey at the school.
Matches: 59
Full colours (re-award)
N.Gauteng U18 A
Berne Burger
Berne has been a success in the different positions he
has played and adapted well to all of them. Berne is
starting to show a maturity that will hopefully make
him an exceptional player.
Matches: 54
Full colours (re-award)
N.Gauteng U18 A
S.A. U17 Squad
Navarre Muller
Navarre served his apprenticeship last year. He
improved as the season progressed. Navarre’s
legwork on the eld was phenomenal as he was not
a player who would agree to take a break. He has
had a positive inuence on the team.
Matches: 55
Full colours
N.Gauteng U18 A
Tebatso Sedibe
The quiet man mountain in the goals. Tebatso took
things in his stride with a laid back attitude, but this
did not hamper his quality as a goalkeeper. Calm
goalkeepers are a special breed.
Matches: 55
Full colours
N.Gauteng B

Luke Stocken
Luke has become a stalwart in defence and, as the
season progressed, he was in control and has had a
successful season with the team.
Matches: 31
Full colours
James Ferguson
James would do whatever it takes for his team’s
success. He displayed this attitude at practices and
matches. A true team player who has had a positive
inuence on the players’ attitude towards the game.
An inspirational person.
Matches: 31
Full colours
Craig Bester
Craig used his pace well as a striker and made
life difcult for opposing defences. He also has a
high work rate in his defensive role. He was very
committed to his team.
Matches: 31
Full colours
Brandon Harris
Brandon has showed signs of being a dynamic
player and is now starting to mature into an exciting
hockey player. We will be looking forward to his
progress next year.
Matches: 37
Full colours
N.Gauteng U18 A
Mathew Pillans
Mathew’s self belief grew as the season progressed. He
became a very good defender especially at right half.
Look forward to Mathew’s performances next year.
Matches: 31
Full colours
Dustin Phelan
Dustin has shown a lot of maturity as the season has
progressed. His condence in himself has grown
and this has helped him the condence to play
consistent hockey.
Matches: 31
Full colours
N.Gauteng U16 A
Peter-John Botha
Peter-John has the ability to become an exciting
hockey player. I am sure that next year he will
display the maturity that he has shown in the latter
stages of the season.
Matches: 22
Half Colours
Willem Oosthuizen
Willem has a different approach to the game. He likes
to mix it up and enjoys a challenge. He improved a
lot towards the end of the season.
The Pretorian
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Matches: 22
Half Colours
N.Gauteng U18 B
Rudi van den Berg
Rudi worked hard at his game and always felt that
there was room for improvement. That attitude
made him committed to the success of the team.
Matches: 12
Half Colours
Vincent Duys
Vincent has shown that he has a calmness about him

in defence which is a good characteristic. We look
forward to his contribution next year.
Matches: 12
Half Colours
The following players played for the rst team NEIL
VAN BILJON (5 MATCHES) and BRENT VAN
DUIKER (2 MATCHES). I would like to thank them
for their contribution.
M van Zyl
1st Team Coach

2nd Team Hockey

Chris Oldnall
Coach

3rd Hocky Team

4th Hockey Team

With only one loss, I can safely say that it was a most
successful season for the 3rd XI. This team saw players
with a particularly high level of skill competing
for the starting line-up. Right from the outset of
the season, the philosophy adopted was that if the
team’s basic skills were solid, the rest would fall into
place and so it did. Early on in the season the team
lost two key players to the 2nd XI, but they quickly
recovered and went from strength to strength. With
a record of victories behind them, bar a mid-season
draw to Afes, the team met Grey College for the
grand nale of the season. Unfortunately, a couple
of the team’s key players could not attend the xture
and as a result, they were not at full strength. They,
however, did themselves proud by narrowly losing
0–1 in what proved to be a gritty and extraordinarily
physical game. It has been a privilege watching
the players grow and improve their game, both
individually and as a team. As a parting thought,
“don’t forget boys – square and through!”.

It was the proudest moment in my Boys High career
when I was nominated Captain of the legendary
4th Team. We as newcomers had big shoes to ll,
as our previous counterparts had set the standard.
Chris Minnaar was a giant in goals, a player who
always provided us with the greatest escapes. Tewie
Wessels (Vice Captain) was excellent at the centre
of our defence with Mauritz van Straten, Adrian du
Toit, Patrick Ndou and Albert Falanga all looking on.
The right side of our link line proved most effective
with Marc Hatton and Simphiwe Petros forming a
great partnership. Waseem Jeenah, the lone ranger
on the left, provided us with the physical part of the
game, picking up a few ghts along the way. Our
attack seemed to struggle in the beginning, but they
nally found the rhythm and smashed Maritzburg
for six. Stephen Jacobs, Daniel van Wyk and new
recruit, Pierre van Rooyen, all hitting the target.
Finally, a special thanks to Daniel Brits, our
coach, who guided us to a very successful season.
His bubbly attitude gave us inspiration, turning us
strangers into brothers. Thanks coach!
Marco Balducci

C MacDonald
Coach
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Results
vs Grey College
Maritzburg College
AHS
St Johns
KES
Cornwall College
Springs Boys High
AHS
Jeppe
Maritzburg College
KES
St Benedict’s
St Albans

The 2nd XI had a phenomenal season this year. From
the start I realised that the team had great potential
and that it was just a matter of channeling it into
the right areas. The boys gelled really well and this
certainly went a long way in adding to the success
of the season.
The highlight was most denitely beating
Maritzburg College 3–1. It was a game which will
always be remembered by both the team and me.
The boys gave a great performance and showed
what can happen if you never give up.
The team was captained by Don Bosman who
was a great leader and set a high standard for the
boys to follow.
Thank you for such a successful season. I loved
every minute of it!

The Pretorian

L 0–3
L 1–2
W 2–1
W 3–1
D 2–2
W 11–0
W 2–1
D 1–1
D 1–1
W 3–1
W 2–1
W 2–1
D 1–1

5th Hockey Team
This has been a tough season for the 5th XI as we
had to play against many of our opponents’ 1st teams.
The boys rose to the challenge though, beating a
few of them and losing graciously to others. This is
testimony to the PBHS spirit and was enormously
appreciated by me. Each member of the team brought
their individual part to the team which made it a

pleasure to coach. Our team was always enthusiastic
at training and matches, no matter what the result.
Thank you for the season and all the laughs, boys!
Good luck for the future.
Greg Forrest
Coach
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Brandon Harris leads the defence against KES. Also ready to defend are T Sedibe, D van der Merwe, W Oosthuizen and L Stocken.

U16A Hockey
The U16 Hockey season got off to an early start with
trials taking place a week before the KES match.
With a young and inexperienced team we found this
to be a tough encounter and unfortunately lost, but
the experience proved invaluable for the rest of the
season.
During the holidays we attended the Ascension
Festival held at Jeppe where we faced some of the
top schools in the country. We started off with a 0–0
draw in a tough match against old foes Maritzburg
College and a 0–0 draw against Grey Bloem. We then
played some really entertaining hockey in which we
beat Selborne 1–0 and Hilton 4–0, and some average
hockey, going down 0–1 to Grey PE. This festival
did wonders for team spirit and team cohesion.
After a well-deserved holiday the hockey season
started. The season was a mixed one with the team
playing some fantastic hockey on most occasions
followed by the “not so great” on others.
The rst event after the holiday was our train
exchange trip to Maritzburg College, unfortunately
we could not improve on our draw at the Ascension
Festival, and went down 2–1 in a hard fought game.
The season progressed quickly and the team
came on in leaps and bounds with a great 4–0 win
against Jeppe as well as wins against Lyttelton
Manor, Garsfontein, Cornwall and St Johns. We then
suffered a narrow loss to St Benedicts.
On our Founders Day weekend xture against
KES we were aiming to avenge our loss at the

beginning of the season. We played some great
hockey and dominated most of the game, but as in
the rst game, we unfortunately went down 1–2.
St Albans and Afes are two of our big local derby
days. The rst was against Afes. This was a tough,
tight encounter and we pulled off a great win, 1–0.
St Albans was just as tough with both teams having
chances to win the game but we eventually scored
and won 1–0.
The start of the third term saw the last of our
games against Maritzburg College. We played great
hockey and ended with a 1–1 draw.
Our last game of the season against Grey
Bloemfontein was a humdinger. Both teams had
many opportunities and the game hung on a knife’s
edge till the last few minutes when Grey scored to
win.
We also played host to a team from England and
rounded off the season with a good 4–0 win. As
mentioned, we played some fantastic hockey and
the season was enjoyed by all. Many thanks must go
to all the boys who made this season possible.
Congratulations to Michael Schoeman, Tayla
Corney, Pappa Kyei, Michael Voysey, Otto Schefer
and “Buzz” (Sikhumbuzo) Dhlomo who represented
North Gauteng in the respective tournaments during
the July holiday.
Colin Fielding
Coach
The Pretorian
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The 2008 season for the U16B team was one to
remember. At our rst practice as a team, we decided
that we would not be defeated on our home turf.
Little did we know that we would end an amazing
season undefeated. We played 11 games, drew three,
won eight and scored thirty goals.
The season started off with two big rival games
i.e. KES and Maritzburg College. In both games, after
being 0–2 down at half-time, the boys showed great
character and came back to draw the games 2–2 and 3–3
respectively. We then beat both KES and Maritzburg
College on our home turf. The biggest game of the year
was, of course, the Afes Derby day and the game lived
up to everyone’s expectations. We were 0–2 down with
seven minutes to play and the boys scored four goals
to seal the game with a 4–2 victory.
We can look back on this season as one in which
the team embodied the Boys High spirit, ethos and
character. We grew as individual players but more
importantly, we moulded ourselves into a team.
A vote of thanks to Mr van Zyl and Mr Franken
for their support and to all the boys for an amazing
season. It certainly was one to remember.

Games played:
11
Won
8
Drew
3
Lost
0
Goals for
30
Goals against
9
vs
KES
Maritzburg College
Jeppe Boys High
Springs Boys High
Parktown Boys High
St Johns College
KES
AHS
St Albans
Maritzburg College
Grey College

2–2
3–3
4–0
2–1
4–0
4–0
1–0
4–2
3–0
2–0
1–1

André du Plessis
Coach

U16C Hockey
Captains:

Marc Lourens
Dylan Paterson
Regular players: Bryce Abrahamse, Ryan More
O’Ferrall, Nicolas Fitchat, Bertus
Malan, Gunther Praeg, Ivan Basson,
Chuma Petros, Justin Thomson,
Tshiamo Mogoatlhe, Jason Hassett,
Jario da Conceicao, Gaolese Moroeng,
Thabang Semenya, Ivan Eggers
The U16C team of 2008 was a fortunate one. The
team remained relatively well settled throughout
the season and recorded some really memorable
wins against some tough opposition.
One must remember that this season saw the
merging of the U15 age group with the U16’s and
this meant that there were a lot of boys playing
against boys a little older. It also meant that we
would have to play stronger opposition against our
Johannesburg counterparts as they were still elding
U15 teams. This resulted in the U16C team always
playing against the U16B teams whenever we played
against any Johannesburg schools and against the
U16C teams of Afes, Maritzburg College and Grey
College in the remainder of our matches.
The team remained unbeaten until the nal game
of the season against Grey College in Bloemfontein.
Of the 16 games played, we won 12, drew 3 and lost
1, which is quite remarkable considering that we
only played four matches against an U16C team –
all others being against U16B teams!
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The highlight of the season was undoubtedly
the 3–1 win against Maritzburg College in
Pietermaritzburg, while other memorable games
include a 7–0 drubbing of the KES U16B team at
home (as well as a 2–0 win at KES), a hard fought
2–1 win over a determined Afes U16B team and a
3–1 win over Jeppe, at Jeppe, on their Astroturf.
Every year the boys seem to gear themselves up for
the train exchanges with Maritzburg and Grey Colleges.
This year saw the last train trip to Pietermaritzburg as
we will now make use of buses which are a lot more
reliable with regard to timing. While it was thought
that buses wouldn’t be as good as the trains, a trial
run for our xture against Grey College proved a huge
success. I have no doubt that this will be just as big a
highlight for the boys as the train trip in the past.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
the boys who played for the team throughout the
season, especially Marc Lourens as Captain and
Dylan Paterson who took over from him when he
was moved to the U16B team. It was such a pleasure
to arrive at the practices and have thirteen smiling
faces keen to play this wonderful game of hockey,
not to mention games where all I had to do was give
a pep-talk and the boys had the good discipline to
get themselves ready. It is this attitude that made
the team so successful this season and Boys High
hockey is the stronger as a result.
D Wright
Coach

U16D Hockey
The season got off to a ying start with a
comfortable 6–0 win over KES. However, like any
season with sports events, things are not always
plain sailing. The boys did manage to have an
undefeated season lled with many draws and a
number of good wins.
During the season there were many changes
to the team due to injuries, but the boys remained
settled and calm and just carried on game after
game. Team work was the key to the successful
season. I am really pleased with the way in which
the boys approached the season. They always had a
positive attitude at practice and during games. Some
of the wins recorded were against KES, St Albans,
Maritzburg College and Afes.
Ryan Oakes, who led from the front, captained

the side. The top goal scorer for the side was Jason
Hassett, who scored more than ten goals for the
season, with a great hat trick against Afes. The most
improved player of the season was Ivan Eggers who
played link. He made a number of telling runs and
scored probably the best goal of the season.
With the under 16 side being made up of Form 2s
and Form 3s, I am sure many of the boys will play in
the A and B sides next year.
I would like to congratulate the entire team on
a successful season and the manner in which they
played their hockey. It was wonderful having an
undefeated season.

Berne Burger ready for action as always.

Willem Oosthuizen executes an important pass in the attacking 25
yard area.
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Evan Daniels
Coach

Navarre Muller showing the opposition who is in control.
The Pretorian
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U16E Hockey
The winter of 2008 was seldom without event for the
U16E hockey team. I soon became convinced that
hockey was a far more dangerous sport than I had
previously believed. Our very rst practice saw one
unfortunate player quite unexpectedly snapping his
wrist! Fortunately, barring a ball or two to the head,
most of the rest of the season saw very few hockey
related injuries.
From April to August a group of roughly twenty
players passed through the E team. This included
two goalkeepers, three sweepers, four different
captains and ve different strikers. The U16D team
was the chief culprit in this matter, to such an extent
that at the end of the season more than half of our
side had moved upwards. Injury, rival sports and
bush school accounted for the rest.
The season started and ended on roughly the
same note, with a draw against a team clad in blue
and a player on the bench due to a broken bone in
the lower arm region. The season opened with a
xture against Willowridge and ended with one
against Grey College. Eleven games were played
altogether with the highlight of the season coming
in our home xture against Maritzburg College, a
4-1 victory. This was in response to having lost 2-0
to them in the away xture at the beginning of the
season. A most pleasing team effort.
The team was ably led by Greg Lavagna and Dylan
Reddie who both showed maturity, perseverance
and application. In the latter part of the season, Greg,
deservedly, found his way to the D side and was thus
replaced as captain by Dylan. Both served the team well.

Although the season was a winning one, the
greatest plus from a coach’s perspective was
watching a group of players grow, learn and play
together as a team, There are many positives that one
can take out of being in a team sport and I trust that
all the players will take heed of the lessons that they
learnt, both sporting and non-sporting, throughout
the season and continue to build on them in the
future. My thanks must go to the whole team for
their application and co-operation.

The high intensity of Inter-House hockey. Town House vs Armstrong.

Craig Bester and Dustin Phelan are ready to receive a pass from
Berne Burger with James Ferguson looking on.
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Results
Played
11
Won
5
Drew
4
Lost
2
Goals for
20
Goals against
9
vs
Willowridge
Maritzburg Away
Jeppe
Uitsig
AHS U16C
St Benedicts
Centurion
St Johns
St Albans
Maritzburg Home

Drew 2–2
Lost 0–2
Won 3–0
Drew 1–1
Lost 0–2
Won 5–0
Drew 0–0
Won 1–0
Won 3–0
Drew 11

Simon Barnes
Coach

U14A Hockey
Our rst match before we attended the Nomads
festival at Pietermaritzburg College, was against
KES. We hadn’t had many practices before the match
and our score of 1–2 reected this.
At the beginning of the holidays we started the
Nomads festival off well by beating DHS 5–0. Mr
Jelley told us that the next match would be our
toughest as it was against one of the best U14 hockey
teams in SA. This was against our hosts, Maritzburg
College. We played our best, but unfortunately, lost
badly. We also played Grey College, Hilton College
and Michaelhouse, winning one and losing two
matches.
Our season, so far, was not looking too good and
we hoped to improve when we got back to school.
Once back at school, Mr Jelley made sure we had
intense tness-lled practices. Our rst match was
against St Benedicts who were unbeaten. We played
excellent hockey and in the last short corner of the
match, Corné van Pletzen scored a great goal in the
bottom right corner to draw 3–3.

We travelled down to Grey College and we
all thought it was going to be a hard match after
losing to them in Pietermaritzburg. We brought
our A-game to the fore and played the best hockey
we had played so far during the season, especially
Matthew Pickering and Corbin Bosch. Matthew
scored ve goals and Corbin made some awesome
saves in the goals. We were one of the only PBHS
teams to win that day – a sweet feeling!
All in all, everyone brought some special quality
to the team, whether it was awesome skill like Shane
Horsley’s or solid defence like that of Bradley Joynt
and Adam Small.
Mr Jelley was a great coach and we really
enjoyed his sense of humour and depth of hockey
knowledge. We were all sad when he told us that he
was defecting to Maritzburg College, but wish him
well.
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Mathew Harris
Captain

U14B Hockey
The season that I spent with the U14B Hockey team
was one of the most physically taxing seasons I
have ever experienced, but we did have lots of fun.
From our rst practice to the last match, we bonded
well as a team and always gave of our best. Even
when things were not going our way and we were
struggling to maintain possession of the ball, we
worked well as a team and supported each other
until the situation improved.

Nobody will push me around: Berne Burger controls possession.

Under the guidance of Mr Evans initially, and
then Mr Ferreira, out tness status gradually
reached a high level. I still remember those gruelling
extra, after hour practice sessions which added to
our team’s morale and performance. Thanks to our
team’s dedication and the coach’s input, we nished
off the season with an almost unbeaten record!
James Gous
Captain

Paul Makinja distributing to Willem Oosthuizen with Josh de Kiewit looking
on.
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U14E Hockey

The U14C hockey team started the season as eleven
individuals, each eager to prove his own prowess
on the eld. The season ended with one team,
determined to annihilate all in its path. The boys’
courage and determination can best be summed up
in the nal two games of the season. In the game
against Maritzburg College, the boys gave their all
without concession of any sort. This against a team
who had, earlier in the year, given them a hockey
lesson few would ever forget. They then ended the
season recovering from a one goal decit to defeat
Grey College 3–1.
My thanks go to all the boys for a truly
unforgettable season. I look forward to watching
your progress in the future.

The Under 14E hockey season had both highlights
and lowlights. The season started off with a team of
only nine boys, which is not a team at all, but by the
third practice we had a squad of twenty-two players.
Let’s start with the lowlight of the season which
was our trip to Maritzburg College. The boys were
so looking forward to the trip but their enthusiasm
was dampened by the big loss to the College U14E
side. However, the loss brought the team together.
Our Wednesday afternoon matches became a
festive event for the boys and this brings me to the
season’s highlights: we beat Afes U14D 4–0. The
only drawback was that a ball hit Ross Coetzee on
the nose and his nose bled uncontrollably. Our next
game against St Johns ended early, with us 1–0 in
the lead, when a St Johns player took a ball in the
mo
mouth and had both his front teeth knocked out. In
tru
true Boys High style all the players were on their
ha
hands and knees looking for the missing teeth!
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
the boys for their hard work and for a great hockey
season. Best of luck for your hockey careers.
sea

Results
vs Grey College
Maritzburg College
St Johns
KES
AHS U16D
Maritzburg College
Jeppe
Uitsig
AHS
St Benedict’s
Parktown
St Albans

W 3–1
L 0–1
W 4–0
D 1–1
W 1–0
L 1–5
W 6–1
W 2–0
D 1–1
L 1–2
W 3–1
W 2–0

Fairall (Miss)
TF
Coach
Co

Chris Nel
Coach

Navarre Muller and Mr van Zyl with a strategic plan up their sleeve.
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L Stocken (School House) and (Armstrong) contesting a 50/50 ball

Rugby Report
This year Pretoria Boys High School again managed
to eld up to 28 rugby sides on any given Saturday.
At the start of the season there were enough boys
at the trials to eld up to 32 sides. Unfortunately,
the reality is that we cannot get enough games for
all the sides and this in turn means that boys move
into other sporting areas or get completely lost in
the system.
A total of 281 games were played, 52 games less
than in 2007. Of the 281 games played, 153 were won
and this gave us an overall winning percentage of
54%.
When one looks at our U14, U15 and U16 “A”
sides’ results, one notices that none of them had a
winning percentage of over 50%. It is not that they
were necessarily weak sides during the season, but
the reality is that the majority of the schools we play
against have entirely “bought” sides which in actual
fact make them professionals not amateurs. Week in
and week out we are against this and many people
complain about this. I, however, believe we should
ignore this and stop looking for excuses but rather
take the positives from it. It means that we are playing
the top players every week and measuring ourselves
against the best and in this way we can only improve
by establishing which areas need improvement. The
realisation that one may need to spend more time
in the gym or working on individual skills can only
improve one’s work ethic and push one to achieve
goals. The 1st XV proved they can compete against
the best in schoolboy rugby. Losing is tough but it is
how we rise from defeat that builds character.
In 2007, the 9th, 10th and 11th sides played a total
of 15 games, but, sadly, in 2008 only 3 xtures were
possible for the 9th and 10th sides. On many occasions
opposition sides cancelled at the eleventh hour,
much to the frustration of both players and coaches.
Hopefully we can rectify this in the coming season to
ensure these teams and players get more game time.
The 6th team was the team of the season with an
overall win rate of 80%. Well done to all the players
and coaches.
The 1st XV played a total of 18 games which
included games at the St Stithians Easter Rugby
Festival and the Queens College 150th celebrations
in Queenstown. They had an overall winning
percentage of 72%, which included historic wins
against Maritzburg College on Goldstones and the
return xture on Brooks. The 1st XV also beat Afes
at Afes for the rst time in 29 years. I would like
to congratulate Messrs Simmons and Hassenkamp

and 1st XV captain, Stanley Twiname, for the way
in which they coached and captained the side
respectively throughout the 2008 season.
PBHS produced three Craven Week, two
Academy Week, four U19 Blue Bulls Invitation XV
and three U16 Grant Khomo Week players this year.
Furthermore, Richmond Collins was selected for
the North XV at the conclusion of the Craven Week,
which in essence made him one of the top four wings
in the country.
I would like to thank the 34 coaches for their
dedication and input during the season. Without
their knowledge and enthusiasm rugby, as it is
played at PBHS, would not be possible.
Thank you to two old boys, Mark Blew and Marius
Viljoen, who have been coaching at PBHS for the
past three years. Your input and enthusiasm have
been invaluable and we wish you much success as
you go out and get “a real job” where your pay gets
taxed!
Unfortunately, our worst nightmare occurred
when Daniel Lombard suffered a severe spinal
injury at practice which left him wheelchair bound.
Thank you to all who have been so supportive
during his ordeal. He will need all the help, prayers
and support available for the difcult times ahead.
I would also like to thank Sister Christian and her
First Aid staff for all the hours of hard work they put
into the season.
Thank you to Mr Schroder for his ongoing support
and enthusiasm for rugby at PBHS. Finally a win
against Afes at Afes has been achieved during
your tenure as Headmaster. Special thanks to Mr
Housdon for his input and organisation of xtures
and bus and train trips.
Thanks to Messrs Housdon, Shalang and
Vermeulen for maintenance of the elds during
the season. As always the elds were in top notch
condition during the season.
To Mrs Venn, her staff and Paulina a sincere thank
you for all the catering requirements and running of
the tuck shop on match days.
Finally, thank you to all the parents and
supporters of rugby PBHS for all your support and
encouragement. It has been a special year, especially
with regard to the 1st XV season. Hopefully
we can build on our successes and rectify our
disappointments in order to enjoy rugby as it is
played at PBHS.
Richard Köhne
MIC Rugby
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1st Rugby Team
The 2008 rugby season for the 1st XV was an
extremely successful year. It certainly proved to be
the year of records, with most of these records being
in our favour.
Pre-season started at the end of 2007, with the
emphasis on gym work, skills and tness, the latter
being the key ingredient to an awesome year.
It was clear from the onset that we were never
going to have the biggest forwards and on many
occasions our opposition forwards outweighed us
quite considerably. This did not deter our forwards.
What they lacked in size, they made up for in
heart, commitment and mobility. I could not have
asked for more from these boys. It was their belief
in themselves and the desire to do well which kept
them going. In fact, not many schools bullied our
forwards and, more often than not, it was us stealing
ball in the loose and in their line-outs, which stood
us in good stead and gave our dangerous backs
the opportunity to run with determination and
score some outstanding tries. It was the forwards, I
believe, who laid the foundation for our success this
year. One only has to think of the College game on
Goldstones and the game against Afes at Afes to
realise how mobile and effective the forwards were.
The loose trio of Jardim, van Biljon, Le Roux
and Maake constantly gave the opposition a real
headache in the loose. We were very fortunate to
have such mobile and strong loose forwards and
as for the move, “NANO”, – many a centre was left
stranded as Jardim sliced through them like a knife
through hot butter. With van Biljon, Le Roux and
Maake back next year, we are expecting big things
from them and they are sure to be an integral part
of the team.
The locks, Mabeta and Webber, were two different
types of players, yet both extremely mobile. Mabeta
always secured us good ball whether it be our ball or
the opposition’s He often had the knack of showing
up at the right place at the right time. Webber, on
the other hand, just loved the physical aspect of the
game. He seemed to have no regard for his own
body at times. He was extremely competitive from
the kick-offs, often winning the ball back for us.
Sharman, Wicksteed, Vermaak and Aphane
were by no means the biggest forwards, but boy,
could they play! They were extremely mobile,
uncompromising and very effective in the loose.
Both Sharman and Wicksteed scored good tries with
their pace and were considered loose forwards as
far as we were concerned. Aphane and Vermaak
thrived in the tight and often won precious ball.
With regard to our backs – we knew this was
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1. Stanley Twiname kicks another penalty for touch.
2. Lulama Mabeta
3. Lulama Mabeta proves once again to be a safe bet in the line-outs
against KES.

Donovan Marais. Unstoppable from the back.

Results
KES

37–17 (W)

St. Stithians Easter Festival
Wynberg
Paarl Gym.
FNB Invitation
Maritzburg College
Jeppe

14 B 25 (L)
3 B 32 (L)
22 B 8 (W)
20 B 8 (W)
28 B 18 (W)

Queens 150th Rugby Festival
Selborne
13 B 7 (W)
Grey High P.E.
15 B 22 (L)
Dale College
55 B 3 (W)
St Benedicts
15 – 0 (W)
Parktown
38 B 14 (W)
Waterkloof
25 B 32 (L)
KES
17 B 11 (W)
AHS
21 – 15 (W)
St Albans
43 B 3 (W)
Maritzburg College 29 B 17 (W)
Grey College
10 B 82 (L)
John Vorster
24 B 7 (W)
PLAYED
18
WON
13
LOST
5
% WON
72 %

going to be an extremely talented group of boys,
with some of the best distributors of the ball Boys
High has seen in many years. Our priority was for
the backs to get ball and with this in mind, we were
always in with a shot. The backs often kept the
opposition guessing with some wonderful moves
and outstanding angles. What really stood out this
year was how determined the backs were with
ball in hand. Another key feature was how they
handled the ball. On many occasions it was simply
scintillating to watch them.
The half-backs of Pretorius and Twiname worked
well together. Pretorius was strong around the
fringes and fearless in defence. He had a strong
service which allowed Twiname a fraction of a second
longer to make decisions. Twiname controlled the
game and was the general. So much hinged on him
and he was sorely missed when he was injured.
He often pinned the opposition back in their 22,
or took gaps when nothing was on. Twiname is a
natural and with all he has to offer, it often meant he
made the difference. Who will forget some of those
monster drop goals or the cross kick for Le Roux to
score against Maritzburg College? His reading of a
game was simply outstanding.
Our centres, Ehlers and Williams, were both
very good with ball in hand and possessed great
handling skills. Both are very different players and
both played a huge role in our success. Ehlers was
the brains and with his clinical distribution skills
ma
made the players outside of him look great. He could
pa
pass a ball for miles and still hit his intended mark,
wh
which often put players into space. His reading and
vis
vision of a game are what make him such an impact
on the eld. Williams, on the other hand, was the
ha
hard man. He was our key ball carrier and would
oft
often get us forward ball or would simply crash over
to score himself. However, it was his defence that
really made his mark in a game. Week in and week
rea
out he made huge hits, which often meant turnover
ou
ball in our favour. His channel was always well
bal
protected.
pro
The wings, Mills, van Wijk and Fourie, had plenty
ball to play with this year and they certainly made
of b
use of their opportunities. Fourie and van Wijk were
similar players and choosing between them was
sim
often very difcult. They were both very physical
oft
and uncompromising, especially on defence. They
an
never backed away from attack or defence. Mills was
nev
an outstanding nisher with great pace, excellent
feet and superb hands. He certainly was not shy to
fee
defend. Like his two counterparts, he often put his
de
body on the line. He was our top try scorer. Fourie
bo
will be back next year and he will be vital to the
wi
team.
tea
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At full back was the masterful Marais. Without
doubt he is one of the most balanced schoolboy
rugby players I have seen. He has it all: great hands,
pace and a sidestep of which many top class rugby
players would be proud. On attack, Marais was
simply amazing, often bamboozling not only the
opposition but many of his teammates. He could
break tackle after tackle and if he was given space,
he was gone. I still believe that there are players still
looking for him or having sleepless nights trying to
recall how he got through all those defenders. I do
believe that he never missed a tackle.
The season started well for us with a good win
over arch rivals, KES. With 20 minutes into the game
we were staring at a major upset. However, the boys
showed that they had what it takes and played
some awesome rugby to come back from 17 B 3
down to win the match 37 B 17. This game certainly
highlighted their character and proved to us that we
had a group of young men who could produce the
desired results. However, in sport, things are never
plain sailing. We picked up some crucial injuries
and I do believe that this, together with a poor
game plan, affected us at the St. Stithians Easter
Festival. After the break, with most of the players
back from injury, we got down to some serious hard
work again. We revised our game plan and used the
new ELVs to our advantage. The key for us was to
win quick ball from the set phases and unleash our
backs. We moved away from close quarter contact
and made the opposition forwards run around the
park, leaving our forwards in strategic positions
so as not to run aimlessly around the eld. It also
meant that we were able to be close in on support
and win our own ball. Our forwards were then also
in a position to compete for the ball, something they
did exceptionally well this year. With this game
plan in action we played some wonderful running
rugby, especially if one considers that we scored 51
tries of which 40 were scored by the backs. We do
believe that if we continue with this brand of rugby
our results will get better and better.
The highlights of the season were undoubtedly
the win against Maritzburg College on that famous
Goldstones eld, (something that a Boys High team
has never been able to achieve) and then beating them
in the return game at home. We have never managed
to beat them away and at home in one season. This,
in itself, was a remarkable achievement. Then the big
one: beating Afes at Afes after having last won
there 29 years ago. What a game it was. For those
who attended it will surely remain in the memory
bank for many years to come. This game conrmed
how committed and determined this side was.
With the highs come the lows. The loss to
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Waterkloof was one and the drubbing we took from
Grey Bloemfontein was the other.
All in all, an extremely successful season was
achieved. We would like to thank each member of
the team who committed so much time and effort
into ensuring the success of the season. Your efforts
and contributions were greatly appreciated by the
greater Boys High community. It has been a huge
honour to work with such an outstanding group of
young men and we thank you for all you have given
this year. To those leaving us, I will certainly be
watching out for many of you as I believe there are
boys here who can make it all the way. Good luck to
all of you in your future endeavours. To those who
will be back next year, let us take it a step forward.
The mark has been set and we have to better this
year’s results.
To Stanley Twiname and Juan Jardim – we would
like to thank you both for your contributions to
the team as captain and vice captain, respectively.
The success of this team can be attributed to your
leadership both on and off the eld. You both
demanded the most from your team and you lifted
them when they were down. You certainly earned
the respect of the boys on the eld and without your
leadership I doubt whether we would have had the
success that we did. To Jason Webber, who led the
team on the odd occasion, we thank you for your
contribution.
Finally, a huge thanks to Greg Hassenkamp who
assisted me this year. Your love and passion for the
game certainly rubbed off on the boys. The effort
that you put into the backs was nothing short of
outstanding and I look forward to working with you
in the years to come. A huge amount of credit must
go to you regarding this year’s successful season. Mr
H is certainly a coach to watch out for in the future.
The matches:
vs KES. Won 37–17
When one considers the disruptions we experienced
and that this was our rst match, it can only be
described as a ne performance. Not having had
any match practice, it was not surprising that in the
initial exchanges we were caught off guard. Being
over zealous, we initially committed too many to
the breakdown, and, together with the fast pace of
the game, we were found wanting in defence. This
allowed KES to score two quick tries early on. An
outstanding rst half performance from Stanley
Twiname kept us largely in the game until the break
when we found our feet. In the second half our
superior tness, loose play and physicality at the
breakdown saw us take control of the match. Despite
three second half replacements, including losing

Stanley Twiname under questionable circumstances
and a yellow card, we were able to dominate play in
the second half. Although not playing the structured
game we had wanted to and having a number of
weaknesses in certain areas, this was a ne and
extremely gutsy performance by the boys.
vs Wynberg. Lost 14–25
This match was largely won and lost in the rst
fteen minutes where we completely dominated
play but failed to capitalise on at least two clear
scoring opportunities. This, coupled with a lack
of physical presence, especially at the breakdown
where we were heavily penalised for holding on,
prevented us from creating the momentum we
should have had from our dominance. Wynberg, on
the other hand, scored just before half time which
gave them the condence they needed and after that
we found ourselves continually playing catch up.
With a number of harsh refereeing decisions going
against us and numerous poor options in the second
half it was just not to be our day. A poor, lacklustre
and very disappointing performance.
vs Paarl Gymnasium. Lost 3–32
Up against a physical and well drilled side it was
always going to be a tough match. Unfortunately,
our rst half performance was nowhere near the
standard required. Abysmal lineouts in the wet
conditions, too many lost balls and poor defence in
the mideld allowed Paarl to score easily and not
with well-worked tries. The second half was a vastly
different affair where we, in fact, dominated play for
most of the period, having superior possession and
territory and were able to match Paarl physically.
Unfortunately, none of this was turned into points
and we conceded one last try just before the end of
the match.
vs FNB Invitation. Won 22–8
A match in which we had loads of possession
and, for the rst time in the season, got the right
structure on which we had been working. Although
our lineouts once again let us down, an excellent
performance from the forwards in the loose and at
the breakdown, as well as a strong scrum, saw us
largely dominate play, but unfortunately, not the
points we should have scored. This was largely due
to very poor performance from the backs where
slow, lateral running, poor passing and bad options
were the order of the day.
vs Maritzburg College. Won 20–8
It was largely due to a ne rst half performance
that led to this historic victory, giving the Boys High
1st XV their rst ever victory on Goldstones. A fastpaced and often frantic rst half saw Boys High
comprehensively win the battle at the breakdown,
which gave us a rst half ascendancy which was

not to be relinquished. With ample ball the backs
displayed some of their ne running skills not yet seen
this season. In the second half we failed to produce
the same amount of possession as in the rst and
missed a couple of try-scoring chances, yet despite
this, as well as a poor 15 minutes where we went
to sleep, sound defence never allowed Maritzburg
back into the game. While a ne performance was
delivered from just about every player in the side the
outstanding player was most certainly Donnovan
Marais (closely followed by Chris Ehlers and Louis
van Biljon) whose well-timed and balanced runs
from the back were a performance of real class.
vs Jeppe. Won 28–18
A match in which we were really poor in just about
every department other than the scrum and, even
then, we managed to produce scrappy ball. Soft, rst
time tackles, poor handling, average lineouts, poor
options and a match where we were beaten at the
breakdown led to a frustrating performance. There is
no doubt that there was a huge level of complacency
after the previous weekend’s performance.
vs Selborne. Won 13–8
In a fast-paced and well-organised rst half where
we dominated almost every aspect of play, small
mistakes prevented us from scoring the couple of tries
we probably deserved. A good start to the second
half saw us score a well worked try after which
we found ourselves defending for the nal twenty
minutes. Our own mistakes and poor nishing kept
Selborne in the game. An extremely tenacious and
well-organised defence allowed us to weather the
nal quarter of the match in a spell characterised by
pure guts and true Boys High pride.
vs Grey High School. Lost 15–22
Up against a very strong and well drilled side that
played a very similar game to us, we unfortunately
let ourselves down by not being as focused and
physical as we needed to be. Poor rst time tackling,
too many lost lineouts and turnovers through small
mistakes, particularly at the breakdown, caused
us to lose the game as much as Grey High won it.
With two minutes to play we had the opportunity
to draw level at 17 points all but instead proceeded
to concede a second soft try. Even though we lost
two very inuential players in Juan Jardim on the
morning of the match, and Chris Ehlers minutes
into the game, all things considered, we still had our
chances and it was a disappointing result.
vs Dale college. Won 55–3
At the end of a poor rst half where we completely
dominated all the set pieces but failed to stamp our
authority on the match, we were probably lucky
not to have conceded a couple of early tries. In the
second half it was a vastly different affair where the
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forwards got possession and the “go forward ball”
the backs needed to unleash their effective handling
and hard running to score seven of the team’s eight
tries. The second half was characterised by excellent
inter-linking play between backs and forwards
which led to a fast-paced game and some really
attractive tries. An excellent nish to a long, hard
week where we played four matches in one week.
vs H. T. S. John Vorster. Won 24–7
An unimpressive performance against unpredictable
opposition where we never settled into any sort of
rhythm. This was largely due to a poor performance
from the forwards in the rst half (although they
were vastly improved in the second) accompanied
by a poor performance from the backs in the second
(although they scored two excellent tries in the rst).
vs St Benedicts. Won 15–0
An unattractive and poor display of rugby which
resulted in a try-less match. Having played ve
matches in the previous two weeks the signs of
not having practiced properly were unfortunately
very evident. Our performance was characterised
by particularly poor handling from the backs and
very slow ball at the breakdown. Lost set pieces
from good attacking positions and a very narrow
eld which negated our strength out wide, certainly
did not help the situation. St Benedicts were by no
means a walk-over side having beaten a couple of
the more traditional Johannesburg schools earlier in
the year. With a big and strong pack, they certainly
had a physical presence and we were always under
pressure in the scrums. Had St Benedicts landed a
couple of their penalties, the result of this match
may have been slightly different.
vs Parktown. Won 38–14
An excellent rst half with a particularly good
performance from the backs saw us produce some of
our best rugby of the season, although sound defence
and two breakaway tries from Parktown produced
a 16-14 half time score. We lost a lot of our structure
in the second half and also played as if we had won
the game by the 50th minute. We still dominated play
and scored three second half tries. Had we taken all
our opportunities as well as a couple of tries which
were disallowed, the score line would have been a
lot bigger.
vs Waterkloof. Lost 25–32
A physical and fast paced game which produced
a ne spectacle of rugby. This match proved to
be everything a rugby match should be: hard and
uncompromising, with both teams matching each
other in just about every department, as reected
in the 11–10 half time score. With six minutes to
play we were 25–15 ahead which should have been
enough to seal the match but poor decision making
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allowed Waterkloof back into the game which they
took with both hands to ultimately win. All things
said, it was a ne performance from the boys who
displayed true Boys High spirit, working hard for
every point scored and defending as if their lives
depended on it.
vs KES. Won 17–11
Up against a very competent and condent K.E.S.
side hungry for their rst win in 10 years, we were
made to work hard for this win and only secured
victory in the nal few minutes. In a rst half where
we dominated both possession and territory we
really should have done better and come away with
more than 10 points. The second half was, however,
a vastly different affair where we battled to get
our hands on the ball and were under pressure for
long periods of play. Some really harsh refereeing
decisions, particularly at the breakdown, played a
huge role in preventing us from creating any sort
of platform for attack. Poor defence throughout the
match, with many missed tackles, certainly did not
help our cause. The result may have been close but
we denitely did enough to win the game.
vs AHS. Won 21–15
An outstanding performance by all 18 players
who represented the 1st XV in this match led to
this memorable win. A committed and determined
performance from the forwards saw them dominate
in all aspects of the game, but especially at the
breakdown, which laid the foundation for the backs
to run condently at the opposition. Up against a
far bigger and slower pack, the game plan was to
spread the ball as much as possible and this the
side did well. With the good ball that we received,
Stanley Twiname was able to allow his backs to run
freely where they created many opportunities out
wide. In the second half, while we may have seen
less of the ball, outstanding defence was the order
of the day, where the boys combined organisation
with attitude, forcing AHS into making a number of
errors and making it very difcult for them to cross
our line. Lapses in concentration saw AHS score two
tries in the last few minutes and apply huge pressure
until the very end, but fortunately we had already
done enough to secure the victory.
vs St Albans. Won 43–3
After a six week layoff it was not surprising that
the side offered a sub-standard performance. Blind
passes, needless knock-ons and handling errors,
poor kicks and bouncing balls were the order of
the rst half. In a very evenly matched rst half we
continued to put pressure on ourselves by making
most of these mistakes in our own half. Fortunately
the second half was a different affair. Stanley
Twiname took control of the game from the y half

position and ensured that most of the rugby was
played in the opposition’s half. Constant pressure
and strong individual, if not completely organised
defence, led to a number of tries. Up against a
motivated side after a lengthy lay-off, while it was
not a great performance, it was however a satisfying
result. Congratulations must go to Nii Mills who
scored four tries on the day.
vs Maritzburg College. Won 29–17
A match unfortunately dominated by inadequate
refereeing where a total of twenty eight penalties
was awarded. This, coupled with the fact that we
once again looked rusty and made too many simple
mistakes (particularly in the rst half), never allowed
us to get going or really play the rugby we had set
out to do. While the score line reects a typically
hard game against our traditional rivals, had we not
made one or two simple passing errors we would
have walked in at least two more tries. The game
was characterized by an outstanding performance

from Stanley Twiname who not only controlled the
game with his boot but was the catalyst of some
really exciting attacking play.
vs GREY COLLEGE. LOST 10– 82
Arriving in Bloemfontein, condent we could
compete against this formidable rugby school,
we were blown away in the rst fteen minutes,
conceding three tries. After this poor start, not only
did we continue to allow Grey to predictably punish
our own mistakes but we also allowed our heads to
drop, resulting in poor defence and tries against us
being scored far too easily. In the end, as the result
suggests, it was a case of men against boys with Grey
College simply being too strong, quick and polished
for us to compete. An extremely disappointing result
to end the season.
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Adrian Simmons
Greg Hassenkamp
Coaches

1st Rugby team

Front Row L–R: T van Wijk, J Williams, J Jardim, S Twiname (Captain), J Webber, A Pretorius, L le Roux.
Middle Row L–R: Mr A Simmons (Coach), J Wickstead, C Ehlers, J Fourie, L van Biljon, D Marais, N-O Mills, Mr G Hassenkamp (Coach).
Back Row L–R: K Maake, M Sharman, L Mabeta, S Aphane.
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2nd Rugby Team
The following players played a minimum of ve
games for the second team:
Jordan Eveleigh, John Vermaak, Greg Tucker,
Yanda Madlala, Daniel Pallikarides, Dian
Engelbrecht, Bjorn Appelgryn, Molato Moloko,
Oageng Mpipi, Warrick Trotter, Charl Cilliers, Glen
Botha, George Kurz, Kyle Stanley, Costa Drepaniotis,
Dean Gericke, Byron Anderson, John Fourie and
Themba Nkosana. The side was captained by
Oageng Mpipi.
During the 2008 season the seconds played a total
of twelve games, winning seven, drawing one and
losing four. A total of 232 points were scored whilst
they conceded 169. The largest margin of victory
was the 44–3 win at Jeppe and the largest defeat was
17–48 against Grey College.
In general the season was very enjoyable for the
coaches and players alike and the spirit in the team
was always pleasant and of a positive nature. Once
again the credit for such a season must go to the
players. It was a pleasure to work with determined
and courageous Boys High boys.
The quality of the rugby played in the second half
against Jeppe was of a very high standard with some
of the best backline play I have ever seen. The freedom
of the play, without any fear of failure, produced
some outstanding tries. If one has to be critical of the
seconds this year, it would have to be the fact that we
often produced only one half of great rugby. To beat
the best, one has to play well for sixty minutes.
One of the best performances of the year was
the 17–7 win away, on a Wednesday afternoon, at
Eldoraigne. Boys High teams do not often play well at
these mid-week xtures so the win against a big and
well-organised Eldoraigne side was most satisfying.
The seventh game of the season was a narrow loss
of 6–15 against Waterkloof. Similar to the Candies’
game later that day, this was a game we should
really have won. It was a frustrating game of missed
passes and catches in clear try scoring positions. We
created more than enough opportunities, but the
scoreboard is the only thing that really matters at
the end of a game.
Once again the much anticipated match against
Afes did not go our way. The seconds played really
well in the rst half, scoring two tries, and with a
drop goal by Gericke, we were tied at 17–17 when
the half-time whistle went. We played the better
rugby in the rst half and were full of condence and
ready to win the game on the day. Afes outsmarted
us in the second half by reverting to a very effective
kicking game. They kept us pinned back in our
territory and started placing in our lineout under
extreme pressure. We never had any real quality
possession in the second half and eventually went
down 17–34. We will ght hard against Afes next
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year. We have now come close to beating them in
several seasons and our time is sure to come.
The game that we will remember well is the
unfortunate loss to St Albans. A combination of
underestimating our opponents, not playing any
rugby for the six weeks prior to the match, coming
back from a holiday not as t as we should have
been and failing to put an opponent away in the
rst half, led to a shocking 14–18 defeat. This defeat
was the third in a row after losing to Waterkloof and
Afes. We were reeling with little condence but
we learned a valuable lesson from our bad run of
results. The most important lesson, in my opinion,
was that in sport, when you don’t play well, you are
supposed to lose. Perhaps we play too many games
which we can win without really playing well.
After the St Albans game we re-grouped, looked
one another in the eye and re-committed ourselves to
the tough return xture against Maritzburg College.
We really enjoyed doing a “one and a half double”,
considering the early season draw over College.
The look of satisfaction, pride and relief that our
bad run had come to an end was overwhelming.
The genuine joy and excitement shown by Mr
Hassenkamp, after the win, bears testimony to the
support from the Candies coaches. Your interest is
much appreciated.
The season ended with a very credible performance
in Bloemfontein. After being 0–26 behind in the rst
half, we might easily have conceded sixty points
that day. The team scored three tries in the second
half, giving the Cherries a great game. One could
see in their faces after the match that they respected
our performance on the day. On the scoreboard we
actually matched Grey in tries in the second half. Glen
Botha commented after the game that that was the rst
time that he has played in a team that scored a try in
Bloemfontein. We all had a good chuckle at that.
In conclusion, a word of appreciation to every
player who represented the seconds this season. It
is very satisfying to coach a positive and thoroughly
decent group of players. Your character and tenacity
made your coaches and school very proud of you.
A special word of thanks to Oageng Mpipi who
proved to be a committed and well-respected
captain. Thanks also go to Mr Simmons and Mr
Hassenkamp for their support of the 2nd XV and
to Mr McBride for sending us quality players from
the 4th and 5th teams. Congratulations to the 1st XV
coaches and to Stanley and his team for being one
of the tougher rst teams in recent years. Thank you
to Mr Ewart-Phipps for a 5th season together. It has
been a pleasure as always.
Dr J Lombard
P Ewart-Phipps
Coaches
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A solid scrum against KES/ Katlego Maake packs down on the ank while Andries Pretorius looks on from scrum half.
Donovan Marais on yet another devastating run from the back.
Senior Inter-House rugby match: School House takes possession.
Lulama Mabeta takes a ball at the back of the line-out against KES.
Daniel Lombard attending the match against AHS.
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Rugby
3rd Rugby Team
In most aspects the 3rd XV had a wonderfully
successful season. The team was blessed with both
good forwards and backline players who blended
well to produce some awesome displays of fteenman rugby. It is inevitable that several changes
can occur in the 3rd XV primarily because they feed
into the 2nd XV who in turn have to supplement the
First XV. Despite this, much of the success of the 3rd
XV was due to their tremendous enthusiasm and
commitment to each other and to Boys High. All
the players possessed a wonderful spirit to ght the
good ght. They showed discipline and commitment
by holding their lines well under pressure and
making the most of the chances given to them by the
opposition. Their gutsy attitude came through well
late in the season by putting up good performances
against Maritzburg College and Grey College.
It would be difcult to single out players, but
many thanks from the team and the coaches must
go to Warrick Trotter, Joubert Malan and Dikgang
Kotsedi for their leadership qualities in their roles of
captaincy at various stages of the season.
Regular players of the 3rd XV were: Mickey
Tavares, Jacques Hennig, Yanda Madlala, Ben
Wicks, Dylan Richter, Charl Cilliers, Daniel
Lombard, Scott Sharman, Phil Ray, James van den
Boogaardt, Nicholas Korb, Brandt de Klerk, Michael
Fischer, Alan Bernitz, Steven Moir, Joubert Malan,
Gary Maritz, Martin Annandale, Warrick Trotter
and Dikgang Kotsedi.

The season ended with eleven matches played of
which three were lost. The team scored 250 points
for and conceded 160 against.
This report also pays tribute to a fellow player,
Daniel Lombard, who suffered three irreparable
fractures to his spinal cord. Daniel played rugby
with an intensity that was enviable to other players.
He was a man possessed. His focus on improving his
game and skills was done at an urgent pace. Daniel,
your commitment to your fellow players and your
school will always be acknowledged and it was with
you in mind that the boys would run onto the eld
and play the game at hand. Thank you too, for your
presence and support of your school by turning out
to watch your mates play. God bless you and be
forever strong, because you are.
A great deal of the team’s success was due to the
determined approach for quality rugby by my fellow
coach, Dr Johan Lombard. His strict yet friendly
approach to the boys ensured a respectful camaraderie
which kept the team positive at all times.
To all the boys who will no longer play on the
Fields of Green, go well and be blessed with your
schoolboy memories of the games you played. To
those who have another year, enjoy the opportunities
for friendships and good contests under African
skies.
P Ewart-Phipps
Coach

Fluid stage of play against Hoërskool Waterkloof.
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